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Part 2. Was there a conspiracy: 

Fact: 

"The Commission has found no evidence that either Lee Harvey Oswald 
or d eck Ruby was part of any conspiracy...' And the report also states: 
'The Commission has found no evidence that anyone assisted Oswald in 
planning out the easassination.'...contrary to the popular impression, 

the Commission, by these words, left the door open "n the question 6f 
conspiracy just a crack...They don't say that the Commission concluded 
that there was no conspriacy or that Oswald was the sole assassin...." 

The was a good point, if CBS had honest intent, to tell its listeners 
that the Report was designed to give something quotable on almost any-
thing. However, they didn't, and they chose to ignore the very un-
equivocal statement of just the opposite in the Commission chapter a 
entitled "Summary and uonclusions". There (page 19) under "Conclusio, 
this is the fourth: "The shots which killed President Kennedy and 
wounded Governor Connally were fired by Lee Harvey Oswald. This  con-

clusion is based upo4 the following:" There folow the Commission seven 
reasons for concluding uswald was the lone assassin. Identically the a 
came is true of the Tippit murder. this is the Commission's fifth con-
clusion, on the very next page. Here the aeport repeats that this con-
clusion also "upholds the finding that Oswald fired the shots which 
killed President Kennedy and wounded uovernor Connally". 

erXCES lied, not by accident. The k'eport doee_ conclude exactly the 
opposite of CRS' misrepresentation of it. it does* not monlyiSay that 
the Commission could findno evidence that others were involied, no evidence 
that there was a conspiracy", it straightforwardly says that Oswald was 
the lone and unassisted assassin and murderer of the policeman. 
At the time of these broadcasts, this lie is no accident, for there was 

then a concentration of apologies for the government's error, all of which 
emphasized this same lie, particularly the seriesby Gavzer and moody6.,set 

"If there wee a conspiracy, it could have taken one of two forme: either 
Oswald was a sole triggermen for behind-the-scenes/ manipulators or 
there were one or more additional gunmen firing at the Yresidentej (page 2), 

r4-2- 4" 
The most obvious conspiracy is one not involving Oswald,)  which CBS does 
not mention.:71 in any event is a third possibility and makes another 
and again a not accidental lie of the C1S statement a conspirecy:could 
have taken one of two forms", each including uswald,42:e oad4,04.4.4e. 

"The single bullet theory has become perhaps the most controversial 
aspect of the report.. The Commission said it was not essential to its 
conclusions" (page 2). 

It 	not the single-bul at theory that the Commission said was not 
essential to its cone usions, or 	The Commission accounted for 
three shots: one that inflicted seven no fetal injuries on both men; 
the lltatx fatal shot, that it said exploded and left faegments inside 
the car and that damaged the car in two minor places; and one that missed 	 
entirely, that T. Edgar Hoover said could not be associated with any 
bullet or fregmalI of bullet that struck the car or any of it02,-  
occupents.AWAkhis misrepresentation lays the f6undation for the- 
repetition 	

5—  ) 
 of a lie by Arlen Specter, the man credited with,fatherhood 

of the single-bullet theory, which is in the fourth program:.What the 
Commission said "is not necessary to any essential findings of the 
Commission" is "to determine just which shot hit Governor Connally'(R19). 



Fact: 	There were not three groups of wounds caused by two bullets, end this 
is not the single-bullet theory. That theory is correctly stated above. 
There were four groups of wounds. One, in the President's heed, by the 
so-called "tater' bullet, and the pair of wounds in the President's 

neck, the wounds in the governor's chest, wrist and thigh, all caused  by 
the "single bullet". /   

CBS: ---, "This photograph (Dillerda, of the ilk Negroes in the fifthlafloor windows), 
taken only seconds after the assassination...." //1/14 

Fact: 	Seconds s an abbreviation. CBS suppressed knowledge of the Hughes film 
diore'nomplimentary, was ignorant of it. This motion picture, 

4hicb showsboth the entire so'lth face ofwthe TSBDial.  the motorcade 
on Elm St., taken at the moment of the assassination, disproves the 
Commission story and the account of the estimony of these three men 
that CBS here uses, on the next page. •"22xi:21 125-30,278-80). Ing=aeW 
't.he-Htkighe-"Hrni—ltl-D"1-Be 

CBS: 	Holland's "is perhaps the most telling  ac:ount in favor of the grassy 
knoll theory" age 3)(:)  

• 
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non fatal shot  hit the President 

This also is quite false, for the fatal shot is eliminated and the 
Commission says the 11,x-si.askatualmiazzit between cremes 210 and 
225 of the Zapruder film. Governor Connally was never in a position 
to have a single bullet inflict all the damage on hirnafter about 
rame 240, or never when there was time fokethe firing  of it. There 

likewise is no doubt of the. missed shot, for it wouhde4 a,bystander, James 
C. Tague._C4` ,g1441 1? kc-r-1-0( /11-1 	 //._./f/7 
"//11(4ef4fAtLe4) 

CBS: 	In the some paragraph CBS proves it lied, concluding  it this way: 
"... either three groups of wounds were caused by two bullets, which is 
the single bullet theory, or ell three bullets fired from Oawald's rifle 
struck 	president Kat Kennedy and Governor Connally, whida the 
Commission rejected in the belief that one bullet missed completely" (page 2). 

/iliti.V ) 
v.-- ---01 	Feet: 	T.Wi,lkorre accurate formulation is not "grassy-knoll theory" but shot from 

.41: 4.1 ' ',1t) 	taiOl'amt, which includes grassy knoll. And "the most telling" evidence 
is not eye-wtness tetim7q7, Jjnportant as that is, but the tangible eletd 

evidence.  	doctoPsAwhefnitially sew the Presidentr-wvi--th--41;iiii , 
the only ones who ever sew the wound in the front of the President's iz--7/„7--. 

nec4 then said it wee or appeared to be an entrance sound. 444:steti-, - 
mixt 	mentle"still in the autopsy report two days after the assassination and 

- -MSS  confirmed  toe autopsy doctors the day after the assassination by (0, 
Dr. Perry Soll) WW148). ilexi.e--1-e--where-th-i-e-be„1- . CBS J/P/PLfr 
ignored this tangible evi4a qa of a shot from tie front. 

PCri,- 

CBS: 	"Mr. Zapruder, when we interviewed him here, tended to agree that the 
knoll was not involved." Here Zapruder is 4 interviewed. He says,"... 
I believe that if there were shots that came from my right ear, I would 
hear a different sound. I heard the shots coming  from -- I wouldn't 
know which direction to say -- but they was driven from the Texas Book 	. 'repository and they all sounded alike..."(pege 4) 	j,,.. 

come Fact ; 	Zapruder immediately trod the Secret Service that the shots had° come itrq' I 
from the grassy knoll k15, 138-9). He also indicated this at the 
jieginning  of his testYmony, when the brain washing  had not been completed. 

CBS 	Use#James W. Altgens to eey "...et the time he (JFK) was struck,* 
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by this blow to the head, it was so obvious that it came from behind. 
It had to come from behind befeuse it caused him to bolt forward..." 

L  40,4 a, rg/h4,-,,,r- 	h 	, I 
Fact: 	CBS edited Altgena! *430411411101Wr-Tor fie Abe -testifie dAth t the exploded 

brain matter and ocher tissue splashed to the left, not consistent 
with the official eccouht ofAsmege to the right side of the President's 
heed only. More importent,c ild used whet it knew to be an incorredt 
recollection, for it knew the Zapruder pictures show that the President 
never "bolted", never went forward. at knew also that the President 
moved first backward, and then to his left, which is exactly whet the 

135-= 
Zapruder film, incontrovertible evidencd, shows. 	

t 
 

this in a different context14136age 1,[, 

CBS: 	"OFFICER JACKS: The car in which I was driving, which occupied the 
Vice President, was -- had just completed its turn, end I felt a 
blast which appeared to be a rifle shot come from behind me. I turned 
and looked up at the School BoAc 'epositcry."There could have been 
no shoes from in front, Racks is led to say, and "I could feel the 
concussion from all three " 

er 
Assuming whet is impLwrobehlp, that jacks felt the concussion of 
all three shot ax-end by tle third ha was well down Elm Street end (:----,727 
away from the j'e po si to ry r'uilding- he did not and could not have 
felt the first "from behifid me" if it came from the-tHeigth floor 
window. The  incontrovertible evidence of_the -AltAgena and Zapruder 
pictur4A-pioves this. IVA Frame 255 	car, the 	ird, was opr.osite 
the second of the road-lane stripes( 7.202-3; WWII 244-5). his stripe 

,ts roughly parallel with the main entrance to the Wilding ((Wit2S 209, 
(741II 246). If the President had not been struck before Brame 210, es 
without doubt he hied been, as I proved - end CES also says - at that 

part of the Zepruder film Jacks could not have completed his turn and 
any concusion be felt from behind him and to his right would have had 
to come from iSee.Deie.-bt.eidAterg, 'Auld not have cane from the TSBD. 

CBS: 	"In Abraham Zapruder's film of the assassination, the fetal shot 
appears to move the head backwzrA.The critics contend this can dinly 
mean the shot came not from the Book Depository, but from somewhere in 
front. Not for the first time, nor for the last in these reports, we 
find equally qualified experts in disagreement. We put the question 
of the President' d heed movement to an experienced photo analyst end 
two expert pathologists" (page 6) 

Fact: 	It is true that some of the critics now contend that the Zapruder 
film shows the President's head moving backward. However, I know of 

no book by any critic save my ownOlii711 which so states. 

Fact: 

The first of the experts CBS here presents is Charles Wyckoff. BS 
key endue he mOrisiiiiiit-i?Tka73icTiTie?motion  of the, 

resiAent's wed, ec er  This4is what CBS sail' th-7—ey out to him. They 
' 	 no 	Bather -*Nee, "...the explosion...occurs forward of the President. 

14t 	 MOw, wouidb7-t-  that indicate the bullet coming from the front4" To this 
N  y cko ff disagreed Wage Skirilather then.legaged in a Dirdihar large miss, 
representation, of the 	itics and °Bs' s on statement of whet the 
critics holdrWelI, you're alare thdt:some cAtics say that by the 
very feet that in the oicture you can clearly see the explosion of the 

bullet on the front side of the President, that that certainly indicates 
the bullet came from the front  "(page 7). 
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Perhaps CBS dredged up some criliciem that it felt it could torture into "some critics say'", but it knew sild the only book says that the President's head movd backward, not forward, and this argument is based not on the explosion but 	heed mction. However, Wyckoff's answer is alight comfort to thg defenders of the Com  lesion, though presented this way by CBS. Wyckoff showed a series of millionth-of-a- 	4 II.) second pictures of ea' bullet going through a light bulb, with the 
.,. "explosion" ahead of it. There is a vacuum inside a light blub, not 	l';',4

f 
 ,:e r, brains, blood, bone, etc. But in any event, it is not "vaimiler to the Zapruder-Kennedy assassination, fillms", as 'ovyckoff says, fore-iii this case, from the Commission's stoilfL  the right el le of 'ell -heed exploded)  E344-7,_ A 10,1: 	 the explosion wee to ties frient, end the .4.1eeke according to the L:ci 	

witnesses was to the left-7.-411 of this"iVeunened up by Cronkite in this towering non-sequetur:"That is one explanation from a physicist as to how a head could move backward after being struck from behind", followed by an ie/_S understatement of similar magnitude, "which seemsto many laymen not possible". I re-emphasize, Wyckoff made no refere ce to head direction. 
erreLt..6.4  C 	: 	 _ 	mast must have been a much longer irate view with Dr, Cyril T, Wech), a fo;ensic pathologist, of Duquesne University_e_ 	 1,4 Coi.t"-4 '. 17"Ii..-to  a single short pared/1;4h' 7-The essence is that it is "quite 	r-  t' ' 

C 

Here CBS produces the first 	two "first appearances" since the assassina- tion by two central doctors, untroV1-d by the wonder why these doctors, both of whom are under ettack,Nti.f-tt- appear for CBS and not for anyone else. Theexplanetion is obvious: CBS promised a whitewash and that is what it delivered, aided in easurebly by the doctors who, in turn, were assisteP by the CBS failure to ask the obvious questions, none of Which they had to work hard to conceive, for they are set forth in my pttblished work and some by others. First is 1-)r. "`elcolm Perry, making "his first public statement since the report was published" cOage 7L. Of the wound "in the front of the President's neck", of which nether asked, Perry said said his was "a very cursory examination" because of the need for "immediate action" (page 8) which is true but no answer, for to en experienced man a cursorti examination is enough end Dr. Perry hipcelf operated on that very poi at, hence examined it carefully. Asked, "would your discuss" the front-wound "with me", Perry said whet is entirely unrelated, that " the determination of entrance or exit frequently requires the ascertation( sic) of t-ejectory. And this, of course, I did not do. "one of us did at the time. The 	was n17 time for such things". This he followdec( with further evasion end falaeho-d, a paragrpah on the difference in size between entrance end edit w-unds wlklh no reference to the specifics in this neat, end the statement that with en undeformed military bullet, " the caliber of the bullet on entrance and exit will frefuently be the s eme" and the w-unds map "would be very similar" &i iz ) 
Fact: 	The could be true of diameter but not character, as ell the experts, w withour exception, acknowledged. The direction of the bullet is indicated by the intrusion or exterusion pf the nieces of flesh. b7Pre7 4•'.I/  +"'" - t"" -  blrel. h egery 	 k 	4 , 	, 	.11,2 f 	 y. 	 ik. 	I 	 /h.17  tr 74, let oil_ I. /  CBS: 	"Did it occur to you at the time, or did you think, was this an entry wound, or was it an exit wound'r" toe), 'Y 

e°71.4  eeeeezete 
"I didn't give it muci thought", Perry replied; going immediately into a restatement that he had to cipply his %laser energies to "the problem zed et/tend", as did the others present, "and I really didn't concern 
myself boo much with how it happened, or why". re paragraph, with a 

that a shot from behin
1  
d move the hee 



cecrt,,,,  I
7 

There would be less que
c 
tion of CBS' integrity, lees

4 
 of its impartiality and 

intent, if it had not home suppressed the fact that in pubbishing the indivi- 
-Ar— 	 14,. 

dual frames of the Zepruder 
(1 
 the Commission had not reversed Frames 31e end 

62---  

315 (PHOTOGRAPHIC ValaITEWASH 25, 145), making the motion f the President's 
Ae, 	# fr-L, 4 4.  .1,:„.) 

head in eaponse to the strike in Frame 313 seem to 	exiC-fly ths opposite bi,G1r,-.2.0,/ 	 1..ct-zn.r 
-ri 1117F66iii;1 than it really d 	and had it not also suppressed the fact that 

there were nine unpublished frames (PHOTOGRAPHIC WHITEWASH 22, 144). The 

suppression of this Hi.questionable evidence - the alternative is CBS ignorance, 
• - tcc/41 	
ij/ hardly possible 	 minimum jour5nlist and research competence

)w449* 

the investment of a half-million dollars)and a tremenduous total of men-hours 

over a seven-month period - is in itself proof that CBS never intended a fair, 

both sides presentation but designed the ex parte whitewash t 	presented. 
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number of other similar evasions, lies and non-sequeturs, ends, "I didn!t think much about it." /Age a), el 
Fact: 	The very first day, Perry said this was a wo nd of entrance. Virtelly all the medical pee.p..1.13,14 4erkland said this, some maintaining it even after considerabl4 presA•tu.e 9611 was applied. The second day Perry said the same thing, end it remained in the autopsy report for two days ,when it was mysteriously removed without any alteration in the cipt, The sworn testimony is that when he learned this was inconsistent what the autopsy doctors were going to report, he asked Dr. Kemp Clark to take over his next press conference for him and leX,51:: then fled Dane s, seeking to avoid all contest with the press. He would neveriaave dared lay himself so wide open as on this CPS film without assurenqe he, was going to be handled easily (-1“ 	 of"'", rt.t.r 	 r.--( 	j 	7141.-r- 	 I I.< t.1.1 	 nst, oi s id( 

CBS: oho nature of the throat wound can no longer be verified, for no records ware made and no pictures taken before Dr. Perry cut through it in en ettemtp to relieve his patientsRe breathing, ilA 

Fact: 	Records were made and recorded and exist, end they say theesident was shot from the front. CBS lied. "The nature of the thrgit wound" can be "verified" end has been, by those who sew itr, aza.d 11..t is not true that because "no pictures were taken before Dr. Perry cut through it" the euttipsy pictures would have no bearing. Tne cut is a straight slit. Only examination of the autopsy pictures, which the government prevented, with the Commission never doing it, never asking the doctors about them under oath, end denying analysts who en make sense of them access to them, can disclose whether they sihelv mean ngful content on this point. It is more than possible that if 1:ilia-per pictures we e. ,;tp.lre  of front and tack, the character of each wound will be preser 	 relatlionship in size between the two, *Joh is one/of the key mar* of distinction between entrance and exit wounds. The direction in which the flesh an4e at the edge of th ,  wounds also might be visible, which would, had they not been distitirbed, reveal dir ction of the bullet. 

CEO: 	ere, lees than honestly, CBS acknowledges the public admission by Perry that the shot in the neck was from the front. It canes out thi wey:l..fter a big buildup and exaggeration of th significant., of the "turbulence" end "disorder", "Dr. Perry wee rushed from the emergency roan for a news conference, where he was badgered into giving a description of the wounds. The neck wound, he told he press, looked like an entry wound...In the transcript of that new conference, there' s no/doubt that Dr. Perry made it sound as if be had a firm opinion...1(14re the true propagandises subtle touch, the design to make it 93 	S though CBS is being forthright and is also giving the ofjer_si-de-,-Tioth of which are 
I/ FectL . Dr. Perry was "rushed" nowhere. There was a considerable time lag between ------- the official death of the President and his press conference. ae was badgered into nothing, end there was no relluirement or compulsion on him. 	_ The next day he ducked the press conference winout dofficulty. Now if 1_44  he CBS intent were anything close to honest, it could have telecast prose conference. -1-t could even have directly quoted the transcript. Its Elfilure to do either tells the whole whitewash etc:eq. The truth is %ontrary to both CBS statements end inuendoe. ViCethout haste, without pressure, without bedgering,the next day Dr. Perry told the autopsy doctors that the president's neck wound was of front entrance. CPS knew this from mypublished work; which it read and had. 
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CBS: 	mentions kpage 9) the effort of -)r. 
Factl, which it says it got from the Menxh 

However, it earlier read this in WH 

oserito guarantee a .1;exes autopsy, 
star book, mentioned with credit. 
TFsWASH, which earlier pointed out, 

Fe CBS conceded, that "The murder had been cormnitted in thtt state, and 
there were no laws which gave the fede:ell government jurisdiction". 
This is not ei important point, but it is one of many where properly 
cerdit Mould have gone to first-published s4cei. In each case, these 

are my books, and in every case, CBS either failed to mention them or gave 
public credit to what I first did to others.lt 

"...FBI agents submitted a report later disclosed in Edward J. Epetein's 
book, 'Inquest; which said that they had heard onex apthologist 
say he had found a wound in the President's back, and couldnot find ma 
exit"(page 9). 

Fact: This information had, in parapXase, been tCrefully leaked the end of 
1963 and early 1964. However, if CBS were to give credit for "disclosure", 
the first book to "disclose" this was WHITEWASH, which prints facsimile 
excerpts of the FBI report on page 195. Further, th4"did not rest on/11- i1̂ -

the FBI report, as my books also disclose, for it was in the teailmony of 
Boy H. Kellerman, aeoret4Vervice agent in charge that day in Dallas and 
an ohvservet of the 'autopsy. 

gewextski..re-emaximed the X-reys and photographs" 
(page 9). 

This against is a deliberate CBS misttatement of fact, for it knew the 
truth from my writing. That is that neither Humes nor any of the doctors 
sew the pictures, not ft the time they took them, not as a rmAttlfiesxtf 
proportion for and part of their testimony, not since then. The first 
time the doctors ermained the pictures was when they were called to the 
Archives to do in the end of 1966. CBS repeats this lie a numher of times 
during -Oa shows. It is not without point, for its has the effectf 
saying the doctors authenticate the picture, which they cannot o, and 
of disguising the fact that they did not have them for the completion of 
their autopsy report or as a necessary aid et their testimony. /I-44: / 4 1̀76' 
nt 	 fk:, 0.441.2 	- 	rt. / 

Returned to Dr. Becht and the eutdpsy sketch. When discussing this, 
Rather misrepresent 4t46 fact, saying, "Now, the Commission Report 
accepted that the bullet entered very near the neck, did it not.‘" ()Age 

Basic to the Report is not ,,hat the rear, not-fatal wound i "very near 
the neck" 'Alt that it was in the neck and nowhere else. 

Handles the discussion of the Boswell sksc hAin a way to make it appear 
tbst when Wecht is talking about Exhibit 385 he is talking about the 
Boswell sketch (page 10). 

Again repeatA and compoundd the lie about th 4pictures and X-reyst It 
also repeatiotits plug for itself, that this is the first eppearenee or 
interview granted by pr..Hlimes. First '"ronkite repeatAlthe lie, "re-exam-
ined" and then nether 474.11is4 just as falsely, "...Have you had a look at 
the pictures end X-rays from the time of the autopsy since the time 
that you submitted them to the Warren Commisson4" 	ge 10). 

tare the lie is more significant for it says what is false, that the 
Wa;ren commission had the pictures and X-reye, and that it is Humes, the 

ch!1if witness on this aspect, who gave them to the Commission, the inference 

being in his sworn testimony. 

CBS: 

Fact: 

~4L 11 

I .1.13r,14 1 (11 

CBS: 

Fact: 
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nes.4 
de b, 

tr.r41 4'" CEB: 

Feet: 

In saying "yes", 'limes also tells all the same lies, that he had earlier 
seen the pictures, whichAs false, that the Warren commission, to his 
knowledge, had them, which is also false, and that he bed them and 

gave them to the Commission, alpine false and agsin4, to the knowledge of 
all involved, knowingly false. 17,.. 	,J 4 k. 	/ 00 V4 er-p. cssessi  

/i* 	51116'‘- 1.4% 	 4-- /49 10r4Lk.Lf.,, )51 41L 	 4-se- ees,se 
Asked HAss to corn ent on the disparity between /385 end the Boswell sketch. 

Of the Bsowell skecth, Runes is permitted to sae, without any question 
being asked, "they (mess ins such sketches) are never meant to be accurate 
or precisely to scale". (We': 11) Humes emphasize& this absence of need 
for precision in response to the friendly question, design3d for this 

purpose," ...in preparing autopsy reports" it is "routine" for them "at 
this stage" not "to be prepared precisely". "No precise measurements 
are made", he said, end thelskecthes are "used as an side memos4e, if 
you wiel, to the pathologist as he later writes his report," 	IC-l/  

The autopsy is a medico-legal document$. As a physician qualified in 
forensic medicines, Dr. Hmes knows, as certainly CBS did, that there 
is the utmost in precision

o 
 required at every stage in en autopsy resort 

on any murder', most perteulerly when it is the murder of a president. 
Further, it is the esseche of the inexcusable argument made in pretended 

defense of the Boswell setchs(-WWtiM) that precise measurements had been 
mad and correctly entered on 9.4s chart, where the location oft=lie.,w44,  
wound -ow-incorrectly marked lythe dewcripticin of the location 	 ;,r 
correctly =sr indicated with respect to its distance from the mastoid. 

CBS: 	In further ettemtpted self-justification, Humes says, "More importantly, 
we feel, that the measurements which are noted here at the margins of the 
drawing are the precise measurements which we took". 

The notes, Which are whet Dr. Humes says these figures come from and the 
real basis of the autspsy, are totally missing. The are required to be 
in the Commission's rile 371 and are not in duplicate files in the National 
Archives. They are required to be in Exhibit 397, and they are not. They 
have not been burned, as mark sesne and others says, but were carefully 
preserved, as my books alone disclose. CBS knew all about this. If their 
intent was honesty and their purpose the fair exposition and presentlion 
df both sides, at this point there Should have been reference to tIled  
absence of these very notes Humes says are the most important, andts  ha awe 

absence of any exact± skectches, preciselli_lcoating all of the President's 
wounds, scars, etc., such as make the Oswald autopsy a model of scientific 
precision. Failure to ask these obvious and required questions already 
public in my writing Islone among the books) 	msr,44th5 CBS show as a 

air 	 luftzas 
sox.. 

- 	 vital to  euthenticationso 	0 he ii saylpfsimmi- explains why 
whitewesh, fog *Ire they had the man wrote = 	Sqppreased slomment 

11  "Ite-  ass( tia.4 Humes would appear7OhdB6Vit-would not answer my letter or comHent on the 
srs' 	INF ,4,-G • 	criticiam of him and his autDpsy in my be- kB: Lserels be cause he knew be 
tsedeskesvas aisss- a. 

Fact: 

4,14-r-411444,-,,,,,,..zol 	1-. r!1I /71. 	V “. 
CBS' pre 	 hermits H mes to "locate" the rear, non-fetal wound as he 
Fact: 	did in the autopsy report, in the abnormal fashion that "fixes" it by 

ens of only flexible points, "fourteen centimeters from the rftelx 
tip of the right acromium end fourteen centimeters below the tip of the 
right mastoid". As I alone among the critics pointed out, each of these 

fails to locate, each is a variable. The ordinary eisd inflexible method 
is apst to use the ecrdmium, or shoulder joint, which involves the dr 

es see 	I•6 width of the body and means nothing, but 'the spine, which is ssiVec(e,e"tiae 
1 

would be treated in this faliong  He will,RR), das face anyone who knows/7  
• the tact and truth 7.7d is no PaAisan "47 cgs: 	f h 	Li -7- 
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camber, regardless`  6f the width of the body,, asoa.4ay meagurement from it 
is precise,' ,et-thee't know,]edge of the eidth of the body!. 	the mastoid, 
which is en entirely different part of the body,emed invoves both the 
;length of the neck and the position end angle of the head, neither of 
which are even remotely indicated in the autopsy. Here normal and 

accepted practise is for identification with the numbered verterbreal 
Failure to do these things, to give inflexible points, puts the whole 
autopsy in question. CBS failure to seek the truth about it and worse, 
elegxent whitewashing of it, with activecochniedhcWx contribution to that 
whitewashing, reiser-prinestions about CBS integrity end end any possi-
bility of serious belief of the CBS claim that it geve"both sides". 
Over and above all of this, there is the total absence in the attopsy 

)0LEISc 	report of any diagrams, en essential if the autopsy was to be under 
and stand on something other than faith, especially  abase the doctitrs ! 

t at their rept-‘05F.11. - rd- ave the pictures and 	didnat 
1)e/erec  know if the pictures were cleer; and because the pictures can not snow 

).  meesuxemente, evital in any criminal proceeding. In fact, the-  absence of 
a_ 4,4 ,:le.3 any charts is ample indicetieen;the doctors had been told 	(prepare 

a gene ral document that w) uld not be closely scrutinize 	fsir indi- 

. 	 

( 1$14j- 	 cation they bed been ordered to whitewash, otherwise, w th their foren- 
sic training and experience, they muld heve prepared a report that would be 

unequivocal and could have gone to ceurte-Z1137ElocIorpoffi forensic-
medical qualifications would not knowingly.  subget si report on which they 
could not face cross examination withdiebssurance they would not have 
to. At the time this report was cmmplete'd, Oswald bed just been murdered. 
At the time it was drafted, he was still alive. At the time this draft  

was revised sat he bed just been murdered.  
,reee wee7-terecr —pre2rieet .,-Therec  _was the peeeibility of 

cross examination by his lawyers. Hare is eile-ekee.te likely reason for the 
burning of the first draft of the autopsy. 

CBS: 	Humes was asked if Exhibit 385, was "precise". ne said it was because 
"we were trying to be precise, erd refer be ck to our measurements, that 
we had made and noted in the margins of the other drawing4 (4x, bf )- 

Fact: 	This is inconsistent with his testimony ( 	83) and with the certifications 
executed, including by Admiral Galloway, C.Q.eof the entire Navel etedical 
installation. it is also inconsistent wit 	a subsequent aeotogia, which 
are to the effect that these were just rough notes 	reaccuracy was 
not essential. in his testimony ''.umes C swore that het  held in his hand Lk L 
"certain notes in long-hand, or rether,4or various notes in long-hand 

L4/ /4 i 75 te 4S h 	made by myself,  in  pert during  the performance of the examination of the 
1 te President, and in .ert after the examination..." IT we give Ames 
th an d assume that = 	+ose no as he made after the examination 
were drafts of the autopsy, which is not likely, there remains those today 
non-ixietent "long-hand notes" that he swore were "made by myself... 

during the performance of the examination...."This, at course, is whet 
would be required. Al]. those details in the fifteen pages could not be 

it in his heed alone. '1:o these he does not refer, wad the reason is obvious: 
I have publicized the fact that they are not in Exhibit 397,where they 
were when he was on the stand, or in File 371, where they are also required 
to be. The notes of the autopsy are the essence of it. There are, 

officially, no notes to support this one, no notes ageinst which it can 
be checked for error, end, of course, no notes to be caves-examined about. 

ff.  
)er 

Further, this is en incomplete autopsy, which did- set trouble/CBS-eery 
more than the Commission, Aer Both were silent about its incompleteness. 

In short, this is no autopsy, as the American Academy of rorensic Medicine 
declared at its annual convention. 
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WOO/a 

Complicating it even further, the receipts show that the Naval 	• 
freftikie 

Ho spital gave all its records of the autops11,004 every copy of -vie 

temel-4za.f4 to the White House, So, unless 'the Commission gave him 

materials to work with, from his owe testimony be had no basis for 

preparing the drawings. Be also testified 6181-2) that he gave 

verbal directions to the illustrator, in pert from his memory, and 

that this method could not be precise. 71e begged for the photographs 

at several points in his testimony and 'said these,Aerts, made months 

after the autopsy, could not be "true to scale". /Ye also swore that 

with "the bony prominences...which we used as points of reference, I 

cannot transmit completeJ to the illustrator where they are situated." 

So much for CBS'and Humei' "precision" 

CBS: 	About the head wound, t̀ether asked, "...there was only one?" Humes replied, 

"There was only one,,,Tbat was posterior, about two and a half" 

centimeters to the right of the midline, posteriorly." XX About this, 

he said, "we gen" be "very pzeciseend "absolutely certain", "precisely 

and incontrovertibly" 	,Page 12). 

Pact: 	On what basis'' There are no such markings on this, pretendedly the only 

chart - Rs& a.rough and inaccurate one never intended to be accurate, 

from his own telling. There is no head diagram of the fatal woundk 

on which these markings appear. During Col. Pierre Finckts testimony 

about the heed wound t2H379ff) he used " a scheme which I  prepared 

before the 22d of November. It is a teaching scheme". It was entered in 

evidence as Exhibit 400 (irdittaxxittrizreixXx(17H50/. Part of 

gxhibit 397 is en unindetified sketch which may be of the President's 

head wounds but it bears no marking of midline, no indicati.n of 22 
cm and no marking that would locate this "entry" from top to bottom. 

In any event, Humes told Rather and the world-wide audience only that 

he had used only this single sketch inlpreparing the artists conceptions. 

How "precfe", "incontrovertibly" and "absolutely certain" he can be about 

maitagxsuA describing to a third person how to locate a wound based on 

notes he couldn't have from the testimony,and from a, chart that he told 

CBS he used, when none of the data he needed is on laby source,is 

soemthing that CBS, for all the depth of its "inestigetion" did not 

ask the-deibtler.-It-A6es,explain his reluctance to be interviewed by 

anyone other than CBS th-Jegb... 

CBS: 	How many autopsies have you performed?" Dr. Hums e:"1 would estimate 

approximately one thousand"ifee l i 

Fe  et: 	None of f 	eke/ may its difference if these were autopsies fide./  
natural-causes deaths, stab wounds, blows by various objects, etc. The 

proper question, ed CBS been intentu n anything but s white- 

wash, was how many autopsiesifiere there e 
	

murder by gunshot.  ea 
This  CBS did not ask. Had he perfbrmed a million autopsies on cancer 

victims, this would not wualify him for the President autopstewhere 

the president Wes murdered with gunshotsc-ilroge4410 	(/' 

CBS: 	There is no limit eoAWnumber of times CBS was determined to reapeet 

Fact: .  this lie.,n-onkitie 	(page 13) to close the Humes appearance, 

( 
"So, the chief pathologist at the Kennedy autopsy, after re-examining 

the X-rays and photog,04 I emphasize the word "lie", for the alter- 

In
nitive- LF pad:helps less attractive. That CBS would even pretend to ,psut,,,,e,„,,:e.,  

such eaows without knowing the simple, basic facts of th- ca se, sad Arrmi:- 

the autopsy there is nothing more be sic than the unquestionable fact 

that the undeveloped  pictures left the hospital the early merning of 

November 23eAfeeeeeemed-aeleeeept+en. 



1.1444. 'nil A t2--Vvf had nosifflendEr.) e nee r considered that it could ha
v 

Come from the front, 
of which he than ad abundant evidence. bad he ever considered front 
entry, he would have kown that there way testimony of a bullet hitting 

u. ..- the street behind the resident, such as that of Mrs. i)oneld Baker (WWII 
129-31). It is only from the conclusion built—in to the Commission's 
work—thiphoney question 	sad by Specter; exists. It is not an 
answer. Specter is also consistent: he told nothing to the CIA audience 
about th3condition of the real bullet and the medical testimony that it 
cduld not possibly have had the history he attributed to it.,P,svaciteac/i.a1 

CBS: 	Asks/ Specter to "describeire us any other thory, besides the single  
bullet theory, that would support the conclusions in the Report" . 

Comment :All of this has been a buildup for Arlen Specter, self-styled father 
of the "single-bullet theory". Cronkite's tesit is a biased recounting 

of what CBS wants believed. :13 repeatOthe Commission's accounting for 
three bullets through this theory.ofid the Acknowledgment that "one 

"`t- 4)/" missed entirely". 

"O muld one bullet have wounded both irirm President Kennedy and 
Governor Connally".' (page 13)E, 

This is another whitewashing question. What CBS should have asked is 
what the Report could not-and did not- face; could a bullet inflict 
these seven wounds-( m1-1-et) and through this 
spectacular career remain almost 100% inta0, almost 100% unmutilated, 
and undeformed: To this all the doctors, in one way or another, said 
no, so Specter, as aommission qtestioner, substituted a hypothetical 
bullet which, like CBSp, eliminated the essential qualifications about 
the reel condition of the reel bullet. 

CBS: 	Specter 	(page 14) that "the single most convincing place of 
Fact: 	evidence, that one bullet hit both men" was a question, not an answer:, ; 

lry~ nottefiren estciderme-. "Where did the bullet go". His entire 
chain of reasonig is that this bullet came from the;par, of which he 

CBS: 

Fact: 

Er:N.141.EO Wit/ 

Part 2, page 10 

XXXII 	Specter said "you could have three separate bulleta...the President could 
have been strvk at frame 186...the Governor could have been struck 

some 42 frames later t he meant not before 42 frames later) and the third shot 
could have hit-President ItifairiCAIgaila Kennedy's head at fceme 313...So 
it is not indespennible tc have the single bullet conclusion to come to 
the basic finding that Oswald was the-U-22- ble assassin." (apge 14). 

Fact: 	This is quite true, if you present such a opecious argument to CBS. It 
is not otherwise true. Aside from all the many other things disqualify ng 

8.4-4hwizAsixos 
it, and they are, ig 

was 	 struck by a fragment of a "mitsed"
eed, may, there is the question of the blood o 

of Tames C. Tague.  
bullet or the sprey' of concrete from it where it struck the curbstone. 
'12(5 Commission and CBS both acknowledge this "missed " bullet. Cronkite 
AssmAkiamaixisswarglastahlasheleksori maul mg on the page before, said the 
Commission concluded "one missed z3 
Ca andSpecter have nothing more to say about this "missed" bullet. To 

their whitewash work, 'Lague bled in vain. They have cast him out 
tdf history. 

Comment: Having wir pulled this off without any CBS-man or the former G anmission 
counsel getting ill on camera. CBS rapidly switched to the story of 
this bullet ("15) and its finding. 
Rather lead,' 'berrell Ttmlinson, the hospital engineer, through a tortured 
editing of his sworn testimony (he told Specter he'd have trouble sleeping 
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ecru a, p OISO J.-L 

if he testified to what Specter wanted him to ) in which just about every-

thing was as CBS wanted, even this: RATHER: It was a spent shell; TOM-

LINSON: Yes". Now there was no shell at all. 

This is fol_owed by continuing.  CBS misrepresentation:"Critics have 

claimed that in fact the bullet came from the President's stretcher..." 

CBS has special criticie in its files for such quote, critics not as 

generally understood by the word. I would be more precise to say tte major 

critics believe the history of this bullet is consistent with its having 

been planted, eL obvious possibility,considered by neither the Commission 

nor CBS f  (Page 16)0 
LI 	

lEycii/lIk ,--d“
0
, 

or&i3440- er___._ 
CBS: 	Belatedly, but with whet a build-up, 

	
this bullet could h 	

6.„„ 

remained in such close to pristine condition with wthe4--wesr tributed It 

to it. They conducted their-  own test, eyecitlidt-the man who conducted 

the original one and thus had his own past eel record to justifyfri  and= 

apperwalleszwitinextztifftewityxgettinigatitexfzeiciiirtammintzwieffzexthexzxzxz 

1451xztrmrxteDzwarlocferxsxd2.2xemareemziatzweatent?,--C-ronkite's cute rep-

resentation of the test was "to see how far a 6.5‘Mannlicher- Carcand 

bullet would penetrate." ( ie-s-te-/ (,) 
te 

Fact: 	The 1.4211 of bullet is also important. Was it of the ancient and unde- 

pendable vintage allegedly used in the assassination, or one of the 

fresh ones, of sla ich I have a sample, made arils not more than 20 years 

ago but currently. The representation of the g'overnor's chest wound 

was entirely lacking in anything even . tended to duplicate the bone, 

four inches of which was so smashed 	pieces adted as secondary 

projectilesior in anything that mu „take fragments of metal from 

itizip, 

this bullet, as happeneS in the gov nor's chest.There was mesonite for 

the bonetin the wriltel-r  age 16)  
S0 transparent in this fake, particiepatedin,by Welter Lister(who then 

, 
a-IL," 	wrote)tha t those who feel other than he utWere dishonest) that Dr. 

itt'livisr, without protest or comment from Lister or CBS, on his own 
dece red (page 17)"Of course, we _hive no rib here, but it still 

simulates passing through,flesh the." 
further destroying what litt e retense of integrity existed in this 

charade with a Presidential assassination, ulivier then acknowledged that 

his test bullet, in some cases, "lodged in than wrist." / hue there would 

be a wrist wound that did not transit the wrist,as happened with A  
vonnally, and no accounting for his thigh wound, where there was siesoug,h 

-tancwe.r power behind the bulls to lodge a fragnsnte thinet_hat--tra-e---- -
i4__ 
,,zw 

doctors did not remove. What does this trst-ev without the added 

barrier of the Governor's rib, which CBS igeminesdi2show about the thigh 

wounthOlivier said, "Behind this wrist, we had another gelatin block, 

eepresenting the Governor's thigh. In none of the cases did this thini 
actually penetrate t4art  He has a coniklatio4 prize for CBS:"j12ut it 

would have taken very little more velocity to have caused a rimier 

wound." In short, they couldn't make it work -not in any case, not with 

a crooked test, which 'ma no representation of the rib. Not a single 

"thing" ( a happy choicet) actually penetrate" the mockup of the thighl 

Neither Lister not Olivier are troubled by his conclusions:""I think 

they very strongly show that this one bullet could have caused all the 

wounds". Cronkite took it up foAr CBS:"Our tests confine that a single 

bullet could indeed have woundert both men." What is the proof. CBS couldn't 

do it even when they rigged a crooked test. 
6 r31  

C65: 	Generously, since they control the semantics, " co2Pedes" that it is 

"-possible" but askant asks "if it is proballe" (page 17). 
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Fact: 	It asked Dr. William F. Enos of Northern Virginia Doctors Hiospital if "the min to a bullet hits a bone it shatters that bul'et".irhe question is not this at all but whether a bullet hitting bones in no less that three differentody parts and shedding fragnents in all three can remain intact, immut alted and undeformed(196)When he confronted a direct question 
CBS at tributed to it;' 
by nether, could this lo1(1:,  tahave ha' th history the Commission and 

r" said "I would say it is highly 	pleee- 
 

improbable," which he repeated for additional emphasia, (Page 18). 
`C.  CRS: 	Cronkite promoted Governor Conrally to "the most persuasive critic •f Fact: 	Maxatleen the single bullet theory" a strange position for a man whoiihas specifical'_y said hg.has made no study jand not read the criticisms that have been peblished, but CBS saw to itof, then end since, that their word would be law. He is a"critic" to CBS liking because "he accepts the Warren l'tepont's conclusion, that Oswald did all the shooting." ktage 18) If this is a "critic" to CBS, can ahything it says be trusted or beliewd The kind of"critic" Con. sly is becomes more transparent when CBS her/ him promote his wife to "the best witness 1 'alum". What does she believe ' Exactly what CBS is going to conclude, exactly what it let specter get away with palming off, that there was no "missed" bullet and the first and third bullets hit the Presid en` taxi the /second Connally. How can CBS loose.f Mrs. Connally dutifully eppeariiien camera to say just this. Uhfortunately, CBS with only four hours, did not have time to ask 

iii 

her what she told,  LIFE, t at she could not get any federal investigators interested in taking that overnor's garments until Ariw-elimaxarratims efx xxxxxxxxx rxirx  - eeddes----tlerefoeedNierto letA-bz--- --1.eArlAiliagswhich, in turn, destroyed any evidence on them or evidentiary value in such things as the direction of the shots and the kind of ammunition used re  ( pages 18-9 

CBS: 	There is public egony:"on the evidencet meaning on what CBS choses to Fact: 	say and whet it calls evidence and pretends is all. the evidence, which is 10C% false) it is difficult to believe the single bullet theory. But, to believe the other theorise is even moje difficult". The viewer has no choice but to agree, for CBS present 'name" other "theory" te epreaeletted-tey any "critic" for his consideration. t does pretend to consider "a second assassin" but discards this on the fanciful ground that "fits bullet travels miraculously a trajectory identical with uswald's" from t s the viewer is to believe that there is such a thing as an established trajectory back from the bodies, which is 2.0 false. All the doctors, who were wrong in this also, ever couldiae,*nticed into saying of these "trajectories" is that the bullets originated "above and behind". 	Since it sets up its own straw men, CBS does not have to knock them down. tt builds them so they cannot stand, whichiis more foolproof 

CBS: 
Fact: 

"There is not a single item of hard evidence for a second assassin" gage 20)6: There is no "herd evidence" of any other kind. CBS sought none say more than the Commission did. Nonetheless, its own fake tests and its one phoney recoyetriction still proved that llit it was impossible for the bast marksmen they could get, undue :greatly improved circumstance, to have con: itted the assassintion. More;i4ralso proved this rifle was incpabele of it except under the gryptest possible stroke of luck,, luck that didn't come to its own 14.1ciated "taste" With no one to gainsay him, no child to cry "naked'', ronkite, without problems with his owriignorance, for he is reading s eeone else's copy, can keep a strctght face and silent conscience when he said "The Gover- nor's objectiOns, which were the most troubling of el', now disspr.-Br." 
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convenient of CBS, to p-esent no one else's "objections", which 

certainly mskes the GoOrnor's "the most troubling". And kixxituaw*t- 

taixetzttemxtmzsayzthasamRnaexdirppw8x2x 	 0-7 "& ip.r 

who was there to argue with CBS, which than said, cn the basis of4lt s 

own strong desire,bttc—k---Tzmzerldan:lice that the strew man it built incapable 

of standing was demoloshed:Theae "now disappear". R.I.P. Aft
er 

disapw3," with not additional intrusions upon the solemnity, dignity 

end VaiiiVering logic of this Grimm tale, Cronkite intoned:" C
BS NEWS 

concludes, therefore, that Oswald was the sole assassin"4_\  (sif
ig 20). 

CRS: 	Knowing full well that it cannot stop here, CRS asks rhetOrical quettions, 

the answers to Which it had firmly fixed in its corporat4ind and 

glowing tube before it undertook its videowhitewash:"But gyp[
 was he 

truly alone". 

There need be no suspense. There is less doubt stout the anSWer o' this 

CBS question than there is about their daytime, honestly described-as 

"soap operas". 
c_re,r-c/A0 

Fact: 


